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Have you heard any idle talk lately? Something someone said that made 
you roll your eyes and shake your head? If so, then you are in good company as 
we just heard that was the same response Jesus’ disciples had when they heard 
the report the women brought back from Jesus’ tomb. Actually, the word “idle” is 
a kind translation, as the Greek word could more literally be translated 
“delirious”.  

 This could mean more than just patronizing the women for being over 
tired, hysterical with grief, or mixed up on what tomb they actually visited. In the 
culture of the time, women were not considered credible witnesses, especially in 
official matters. So calling their report of the empty tomb “idle” might just be a 
way of saying it wasn’t credible because it was coming from women. Having Peter 
go and check out the empty tomb at the end of tonight’s Gospel might be a way 
of giving credibility to the women’s report. 

 Whether we see the women’s experience as idle or delirious, we might 
wonder why the disciples and the women all acted the way they did when they 
discovered the empty tomb.  Throughout his mission, Jesus spoke about how he 
was going to die and rise again, but tonight it seems none of his followers 
believed nor remembered those words. The women were on their way to the 
tomb with spices to anoint a dead body, they weren’t carrying new clothes or a 
big breakfast which we might expect if they were going to the tomb believing 
Jesus was risen. No one expected Jesus to rise; the authors of all the Gospels 
worked very hard in previous chapters to tell us that Jesus died on the cross. 
Really died. He was dead and buried and no one expected him to do anything 
other than what dead people do: stay dead. No matter what Jesus said, his words 
might have been interpreted by his followers as a lovely metaphor at best, but 
not truth, not reality. Otherwise the words of the women would not have been 
heard as idle or delirious and there would have been celebrating instead of 
uncertain amazement. 



 In Luke’s Gospel tonight we do not have the powerful Resurrection 
encounter of Mary and the Risen Jesus as we do in other Gospels. Tonight’s 
Gospel doesn’t actually show us the Risen Jesus at all, tonight all we get is the 
empty tomb. Which may be amazing, but leaves far more questions than it does 
answers. 

 If the tomb is empty, then where is Jesus? What does the empty tomb 
mean? Some scholars have written that the empty tomb matters only in that it 
points to the Resurrection, and how the Resurrection changes everything we’ve 
ever thought we could count on. Like the idea that the only way to acceptance 
and redemption is by virtue of our own hard work and sacrifice. Or that life is a 
natural evolutionary progression and when that life has reached its end, it is over.  

 Resurrection says redemption is God’s miracle, given even when it looks 
like there is no hope. It is God’s work, not ours that brings redemption, and God’s 
work is transforming the hopeless. Resurrection says death is not an end, it is a 
new beginning. Resurrection tells us that what we see as dead or useless God may 
give new life to.  

 This can sound delirious or idle or just plain crazy; because it contradicts 
what we know, and that is the challenge of Resurrection: to let go of what we 
know or think we know and let God’s amazing love and mercy and redemption in. 
This is tough to do, because if we dare to let go of what we know, then we leave 
ourselves open and exposed to so much that is unknown. And that unknown stuff 
can be frightening.  

 That may be the feeling of the women and the disciples who could certainly 
see the empty tomb; they could physically examine it, knew it was the place they 
saw Jesus’ dead body sealed up. But all that confidence was long gone once that 
tomb was empty; suddenly they couldn’t count on knowing anything anymore. 
The empty tomb meant letting go of what they thought they knew so they could 
recognize the Risen Jesus.  In Luke’s Gospel it took time for the women and 
disciples to get over their fear and confusion and accept and believe Jesus is risen, 
but it did happen. 

 That fear of the unknown is still something we can struggle with. I once 
heard a long time dedicated Episcopalian who is a member of a tiny Episcopal 
parish that is struggling in many ways tell me that whenever he heard someone 
talk about new life, especially new life in the church he has known so well all his 
life, all he could think of was what the person was really saying is that parts of the 



church this man loved were dying and that made him sad and afraid. He didn’t 
want to embrace what new life for the church might mean because he didn’t 
want to let go of what he knows, and even if what he knows is no longer 
sustainable, at least it is what he knows, and he was unwilling to relinquish that. 

 I really appreciate this man’s honesty because it helps me understand that 
resurrection is still something that can take time not only to believe, but to live 
into as Christians, as people who follow Jesus today. And it challenges me to 
remember all that I think I might know, everything I learned or depend on can be 
overturned at any time. When things like that happen, I can also remember there 
are different ways to approach those situations: with fear and confusion or with 
open curiosity, recognizing that God can transform what I thought I knew into 
something new. 

 Tonight’s empty tomb isn’t just for me, it is for all of us. Tonight we are all 
invited to listen to the report the women gave and consider how delirious or idle 
their news is. We can also prepare for tomorrow’s meeting with the Risen Christ 
by wondering what aspects of our lives or relationships or church we think we 
know that we can let go of so that we can welcome God’s miracle of the 
Resurrection and learn to live deeper than what we thought we knew and find the 
courage and confidence to share this amazing news with others. 

 In a world where so many seem to know so much about anger and fear and 
sadness and worry and debt there is need for such idle talk about how what looks 
lost is really found, what looks spent is just starting, and how death is not the end 
because there is hope. Not in some idle or delirious tale, but hope in Christ.  Hope 
we discover when we let go of what we think we know and let the miracle of 
Easter in. 


